For more than 80 years, the Henry Pratt Company has provided innovative products for water distribution and treatment applications. Our Positron® series electric actuators continue in this tradition. The Positron series not only meets AWWA standard C504 and C540, but also incorporates the finest technological features in valve actuation. The following features and benefits help to demonstrate why the Pratt Positron series is an excellent option for your actuation requirements. Refer to the back for our Suggested Specifications.

Positron II Electric Actuator         120 Volt - Single Phase — shown below
Positron III Electric Actuator        480 Volt - Three Phase

- Conforms to AWWA C540 Standards
- NEMA-4 enclosure
- Space Heater
- Adjustable mechanical stops
- Thermal switches in the motor windings
- Torque and limit switches are located in separate compartment from the electrical compartment
- Side mounted handwheel
- Open and close counter-gear driven limit switches
- Sixty second operation
- Single source of supply for valve and actuator

- Meets and exceeds accepted industry standards
- Water and dust tight to protect against damage
- Reduces possibility of condensation inside the actuator
- Allows integral controls to be quickly and easily added or changed out. Actuator can be quickly disconnected without tagging incoming wiring. Allows easy disconnect of both power and control wiring.
- Protects motor from damage resulting from overheating
- Enables adjustment while the power is applied to actuator without hazard
- Allows manual actuation when power is not available
- Limit switch adjustment can easily be performed with a screwdriver. Switches are always in step with the valve position, regardless of the mode of actuation
- Meets AWWA C504 operating requirements
- Most models are maintained in inventory ensuring shorter lead times
Suggested Specifications

Enclosure: The entire actuator shall be watertight according to NEMA-4 Standard. The terminal compartment and limit switch compartment covers will be fastened to the actuator housing with captured stainless steel bolts.

Motor: The motor will stroke in sixty sections, shall be specifically designed for actuator service and be characterized by high starting torque, low stall torque and low inertia. The motor shall be of the induction type, totally enclosed and non-ventilated. The motor shall be capable of operating in any position and shall be properly sealed from the gear case to allow removal of the motor without loss of lubricant.

Limit Switches: Travel limit switches shall be provided to de-energize the motor control circuit when the actuator reaches the limits of travel in the open and closed directions. The limit switch drive shall be a mechanical design and of the stacked counter gear type, easily set with a screwdriver. The standard configuration will be two counter gear rotors with limit switches consisting of two (2) normally closed and (2) normally open contacts per rotor. Limit switches shall have silver contacts and be completely enclosed in their own NEMA-4 case.

Torque Switches: Torque switches shall be provided to de-energize the motor circuit if the valve encounters an obstruction during travel. Each actuator shall have independent open direction and close direction torque switches.

Heater: The actuator shall incorporate a space heater in the limit switch compartment to aid in the prevention of damage to the switches and motor resulting from condensation.

Gearing: All power gearing shall be made of hardened steel or bronze and operate in a grease lubricant. Output drive gearing will be of the worm shaft/gear configuration with the worm gear constructed of bronze.

Electrical Terminal Housing: The electrical terminals are to be housed in a compartment that is isolated from the torque/limit switch compartment. Terminals shall be of the plug and socket design which simultaneously disconnects the motor and control wiring when the terminal compartment cover is removed.

Mechanical Dial Position Indicator: The actuator shall be furnished with a mechanical dial indicator to show continuous valve position.

Handwheel: A handwheel shall be permanently attached to the actuator for manual operation. The handwheel shall not rotate during motor operation and a declutching mechanism shall be provided for manual operation.

Open/Close Controls: Actuators shall be furnished with an integral control package which connects to the actuator by means of plug and socket terminals. The control enclosure will be provided in accordance with NEMA-4 standards. Motor controls shall include mechanical reversing contactors. All models shall include Open/Stop/Close control, Local/Off/Remote selector switches and Open/Close lights. (Remote push button stations if required are available by request.)

Modulating Controls: The motor is rated for 60 starts per hour. The control enclosure shall be constructed in accordance with NEMA-4 standards. Motor controls shall include mechanical reversing contractors. All models shall include Open/Stop/Close control, Local/Off/Remote selector switches, Open/Close lights and a positioner board to accept a 4-20mA DC control signal. (4-20MA transmit signal available by request.)